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(R6) 20:05 UTTOXETER, 1m 7f 168y 

Signal 80's Now On DAB Radio Handicap Hurdle (Class 5) (4YO plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 P/6U73-
9

GOAL (IRE) 11 D 
b g Mujadil - Classic Lin

10 11 -
12tp

Miss Natalie Parker
(7)
Miss Tracey
Watkins

100

Jockey Colours: Maroon and dark blue (quartered), dark green sleeves
Timeform says: Looked too high in the weights last autumn, but mark has eased a little and
shaped as if would come on for his reappearance at Ludlow, so not without hope dropping in
grade.  (Forecast 17.00)

Notes: 

2 7/4245U
-

SWALEDALE LAD (IRE) 268 D 
b g Arakan - Tadjnama

11 11 - 12p Kielan Woods
G P Mcpherson

100

Jockey Colours: Yellow and maroon (quartered), maroon and yellow hooped sleeves, maroon cap
Timeform says: Handicapper was slow to relent despite him making limited impression
throughout last summer, so doesn't make a great deal of appeal on seasonal debut.
(Forecast 23.00)

Notes: 

3 51360-1 NORTHANDSOUTH (IRE) 9 CD 
ch g Spadoun - Ennel Lady

8 11 - 11 Bryony Frost (3)
S Drinkwater

99

Jockey Colours: Red and black check, yellow sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Still not long with this yard and looked as good as ever when keeping on
strongly to win at Worcester 9 days ago, so has to be respected bidding to follow up from the
same mark in a weak race.  (Forecast 4.00)

Notes: 

4 662290- GREENWORLDSOLUTION 198 
b g Lucarno - Basford Lady

6 11 - 8 Sean Quinlan
J Candlish

96

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, yellow star, diamonds on sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow star
Timeform says: Still a maiden after 13 runs and doesn't appear to have a significant amount
in hand from current mark, so would need to have improved in the 6 months he's been off.

 (Forecast 26.00)

Notes: 

5 537130- MAGICAL THOMAS 219 
ch g Dylan Thomas - Magical Cliche

6 11 - 7tp T Scudamore
N P Mulholland

95

Jockey Colours: White, royal blue star, white sleeves, royal blue spots, royal blue cap, white star
Timeform says: Suited by a positive ride when finally getting off the mark over hurdles at
Fontwell last August, but that left him with little room to manoeuvre from new mark and looks
vulnerable again on return.  (Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

6 724959- MAGNUM (IRE) 192 
gr g Lawman - Coventina

5 11 - 4t James Corbett (5)
Mrs Corbett

92

Jockey Colours: Light green, white stripe and armlets
Timeform says: Fair maiden on Flat (stays 1¼m) for Brian Meehan but hasn't achieved a
great deal over hurdles so far. Back from 6 months off now.  (Forecast 34.00)

Notes: 

7 008463- HES OUR ROBIN (IRE) 26 
b g Robin Des Pres - Poly Sandstorm

8 11 - 0h R T Dunne
M Mullineaux

88

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, white sash and hoop on cap
Timeform says: Took a step back in the right direction when third at Sedgefield last time, but
shaping as if a longer trip would be more suitable, so not one to get carried away with mindful
of his overall profile.  (Forecast 12.00)

Notes: 
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8 122148- GET READY FREDDY 207 CD BF 
b g Sixties Icon - Summer Shades

8 10 - 13t Harry Skelton
D Skelton

87

Jockey Colours: Grey, red hoops, black cap
Timeform says: Positive start for new yard last summer, successful twice over fences. Final
outing was disappointing, but no surprise if he has another progressive campaign this time
around.  (Forecast 7.00)

Notes: 

9 86566P/ TINGO IN THE TALE (IRE) 424 (35F) 
b g Oratorio - Sunlit Skies

9 10 - 13 Mr M Ennis (7)
A L Forbes

87

Jockey Colours: Red, yellow disc, hooped sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Modest hurdler who is having first start in this sphere for this yard. Has been
running consistently on the Flat of late, so entitled to go well from much-reduced mark.

 (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 

10 70604U- NEWQUAY CARDS (IRE) 43 
gr g Tikkanen - Sanadja

6 10 - 11t1 Adam Wedge
Evan Williams

85

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, red cross of lorraine, light green sleeves, red cap
Timeform says: Well held both starts in bumpers and similar story over timber (including in
handicaps). Has the pedigree/physique to do better at some point.  (Forecast 19.00)

Notes: 

11 9330PF- ERIC THE THIRD (IRE) 24 D 
b g Mountain High - Commanche Princess

9 10 - 9h R Johnson
Tim Vaughan

83

Jockey Colours: Light blue, white spots, chevrons on sleeves
Timeform says: Placed a couple of times in Ireland from his lowly mark last year, but was in
the process of running poorly when falling on debut for new yard, so bit to prove on the back
of that.  (Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

12 7/63282- TEESCOMPONENTS MAX 100 
b g Grape Tree Road - Our Tees Component

9 10 - 6 Miss E Todd (5)
Miss G Bonas

80

Jockey Colours: Maroon, black epaulets, white sleeves, black armlets, maroon cap, black star
Timeform says: Yet to win over jumps and form is patchy. Good second at Doncaster in
February, but just as likely to run poorly here.  (Forecast 9.00)

Notes: 

13 P960- HE'S A TOFF (IRE) 24 
br g Dandy Man - Prevarication

4 10 - 4b Miss Page Fuller (5)
Miss J S Davis

82

Jockey Colours: Red, black spots, black sleeves, red armlets, black cap
Timeform says: Modest maiden on Flat for Tim Easterby and no great promise in juvenile
hurdles.  (Forecast 51.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: NORTHANDSOUTH found the return to a sound surface sparking him back into
life at Worcester earlier in the month, getting the job done comfortably in the end, so he's got obvious
claims of going in again from the same mark. Most of the remainder have questions to answer, but Get
Ready Freddy is capable of getting back on the up and Newquay Cards could benefit from quicker
ground.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: NORTHANDSOUTH (3) 
2: GET READY FREDDY (8) 
3: NEWQUAY CARDS (10)


